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A workshop on community engagement and everyday participation in parks   
12 – 3.30pm Wednesday 22 March 2017  The Study Centre, The Whitworth & Whitworth Park 
 
Overview: An afternoon invite-only workshop to discuss ways to manage and improve community 
engagement in public parks, hosted by AHRC Connected Communities ‘Understanding Everyday 
Participation – Articulating Cultural Values’ (UEP) and The Whitworth. Delegates arrived at the 
Study Centre, where they enjoyed refreshments and informal networking opportunity. Abigail 
Gilmore welcomed delegates and introduced the Understanding Everyday Participation project, 
focusing on the case study of Cheetham Hill Park. Varina Delrieu (University of Leicester), Virginia 
Tandy (University of Manchester), Elaine Bates (Manchester Museum), and Gemma Gibb (Wild 
Rumpus) followed, focusing on topics ranging from historical overview of public support for parks, 
the use patterns of parks in Manchester and different approaches by cultural organisations to 
engage with nature and outdoor art.  
 
Francine Hayfron, Whitworth Cultural Park Keeper, led a walk through Whitworth Park, highlighting 
the ‘Art Garden’ and the community archaeology project that investigated the history of the park. 
Hayfron highlighted the importance of working in partnership with resident stakeholders and 
organisations, as well as focusing on how outdoor activities contribute to the health and wellbeing 
agenda. After refreshments, Esme Ward (Whitworth) led an interactive workshop with delegates to 
explore strategies for engaging communities in parks and also scoping future issues for sustainable 
programing and support. 
 

 
 



 
The event aimed to: 

 Disseminate research, evidence and good practice  guidance which supports joint work 
between cultural institutions, parks and outdoor spaces and their communities of interest 

 Stimulate discussion concerning the findings of recent consultation on the future of public 
parks and of Parks strategies in Greater Manchester 

 consider sustainable models for future joint-working and community engagement in parks  
 
It had the following objectives: 

 Direct Engagement with c.30 stakeholders and their networks 

 Further engagement with a range of constituencies for public parks, cultural and community 
engagement practices, including cultural partners, local authorities, CLG Select Committee,  

 Develop the evidence base and resource for policy and practical models which can support 
community asset use and management and cultural engagement 

 

Evaluation - The event met all proposed objectives, with outputs including: 

 30 attendees incl. representatives from University of Manchester, University of Chester, 
University of Leicester & MMU, Manchester City Council, Salford City Council, National 
Trust, Heritage Lottery Fund 

 Briefing Report from AHRC Connected Communities ‘Understanding Everyday Participation 
– Articulating Cultural Values’ research on the Future of Public Parks 

 Documented discussion and facilitated participation – see notes in Appendix 

 Planning meeting for good practice guide co-produced with The Whitworth, co-authored by 
Abigail Gilmore (UEP) and Esme Ward (The Whitworth/HLF secondment) on Engaging 
communities from outside in: what museums can learn from parks (and vice versa 

 Case study for guide to Cultural Park Keeping (to be produced by Francine Hayfron) 

 Additional meeting with Charlotte Nicol, CLORE/MIF to discuss implications for MIF 
My:Festival participatory programme 

 Meeting with Manchester City Council library, sports and leisure officers to consider use of 
research findings for new sports strategy consultation  

 Forthcoming meeting with Parks team, Manchester City Council  

 Forthcoming contribution to Green Paper consultation preserving free use of public parks 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Social Media Metrics  
Blogpost for Policy@Manchester  - http://blog.policy.manchester.ac.uk/urban/2017/03/the-space-to-
thrive-public-parks-and-everyday-participation/ 
Blog views: 120 
Twitter Impressions (no. who saw tweets re: blog): 1532 
Twitter Engagements (clicks, likes, RTs): 21 
Facebook Shares: 2 
Google+ Shares: 3 
 
Understanding Everyday Participation website  
Event Summary, Briefing Report and Video: http://www.everydayparticipation.org/valuing-parks-and-
their-communities/ 
22 March- 28 March (Parks briefing and event summary went live on 27th) 
6.9K impressions for this period 
Engagement /tweet 1.1% 
Promotional tweet on 22 March about the event = 1,462 impressions 
Promotional tweet on 27 March about the parks briefing = 1,225 impressions 
 
That’s Manchester   
YouTube video of news broadcast - 75 views on YouTube ( I plan to  re-push around July 5th)  (There are 1340 
subscribers to this YouTube site) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWVK8zV-3ag&feature=youtu.be 
That’s Manchester TV broadcast the video  3 times (viewing numbers are not available) 
 
Website stats for the site 
Week of 20 March 278 views 
Week of 27 March 366 views 
 
Feedback cards  13 out of 16 respondents responded positively to the question:  Have you gained 
knowledge or contacts which you will be able to apply to your work or activities?  
 
Selected responses 
“I hadn’t realised how many different groups engage with parks”  
“Now very keen to see if some good ideas can be taken forward”   
“Good to have such a diverse group of organisations represented”   
 “Endorsed current thinking rather than gaining new understanding” 
“Vital for older people to be considered when managing parks – not just children and families” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Report produced by Abigail Gilmore with Charlene Linton and Sarah Feinstein, May 2017  



 
Appendix 
 
Valuing Parks and their Communities - Workshop notes produced by Sarah Feinstein 
A workshop on community engagement and everyday participation in parks 
Wednesday 22 March 2017 Whitworth Art Gallery & Park 
 
Venue:  
Study Centre, The Whitworth, The University of Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester, M15 6ER  
 
Time: 12:00 – 3.30pm 
 
Agenda: 
 
12 – 12.30 Lunch and networking 
 
12:30 Welcome – Abigail Gilmore 

 Locally, what kinds of practices and resources can make public parks sustainable? 
 
12.30 – 1.30 Communities and cultural engagement in the great outdoors: lightning talks from 
researcher-practitioners working in parks and green spaces  
 
Abigail Gilmore, Introduction to the aims of the event and background to Understanding Everyday 
Participation 

 5-year research mixed methods AHRC research project Understanding Everyday 
Participation – Articulating Cultural Values 

 Five areas – histories, reanalysis of survey data, cultural ecosystems, application projects, 
research-policy, practice nexus 

 Parks have emerged as an important theme in UEP – highly important resources 

 Case Study: Cheetham Park 

 Approach was to use creative practice that can be used for engagement with community 
projects 

 Worked with Jewish Museum and artists; include craft clubs, choirs, celebration of 130 years 
of park 

 Initial analysis of project was that it wasn’t sustainable in that it wasn’t taken up by local 
community 

 Public park value is realised through participation and also their existence as potential value 

 Parks have private benefits for individuals as well as community, marker of ‘good place to 
live’ 

 Inequalities of access to parks through physical location but also through engagement with 
social groups that exclude other social groups (i.e. teenagers, etc.) 

 Strong expectation that local authorities should manage public parks and support access of 
different user groups 

 
Varina Delrieu, University of Leicester, Understanding everyday participation in parks through asset 
and value mapping  

 Geography and cultural participation in Manchester 



 Explore context of everyday participation within context of place-space through case studies 
including Manchester, Gateshead and Aberdeen 

 Attempt to find qualitative measure to assess use-value, look at sports centres and libraries 

 One variable was relative asset attractiveness and trip chaining, was selection relative to 
home/work location or something else. One factor that became important was 
transportation. 

 75% of users travel less than 2km to sport centres and libraries 

 Case study also integrated qualitative measure asking people ‘where are places you like to 
go’; visiting friends and family most frequently mentioned 

 Nearly 16% of respondents mentioned a park as somewhere they like to visit in the area 

 Several respondents mentioned negative feelings about anti-social behaviour of teenagers  
 

Virginia Tandy, Independent Researcher and PhD Candidate, the history of heritage funding for 
public parks  

 HLF relationship with parks 

 Why are parks considered to be heritage? 19th century British invention to pacify and 
educated urban poor, parks in decline by 1900s 

 Lack of planning with making parks as statutory funding by local authorities as well as low 
level of skills among local authority to manage parks 

 Professional snobbery on the part of heritage agencies such as English Heritage directed 
towards Victorian parks meant that they were abandoned to uniformed development and 
neglect…While buildings conservation because increasingly professionalised, parks 
conservation (Katy Layton Jones) 

 HLF decided to prioritize park in 1996 in response to controversy to fund Churchill papers as 
funding parks seen by Lord Rothchild (then chair of the HLF) as democratic 

 Urban parks programme (building and supporting infrastructure) now named People and 
Parks (shift in understanding of place/space as community builder not just preservation) 

 Problem with balance over funding of historic parks 

 Parks have the greatest impact no residents’ quality of life …parks projects have the highest 
levels of awareness and engagement amongst the public…. park use was 50% higher across 
all the social classes when compared with other heritage projects that HLF has funded – the 
Parks Story, Peter Neal, 2014 

 
Elaine Bates, Manchester Museum: Valuing Nature through the Museum: working with children and 
families  

 Can natural history collections support a connection to nature? 

 Small research study focusing on development of nature discovery gallery for under 5’s and 
families; context of study was decline in urban green spaces, interest in target group (under 
5s), impact of not having direct experience with nature for childhood development, parental 
interaction and exposer to nature as child will promote interest later in life 

 The Biophilia hypothesis Stephen Kellert (2005) 

 Indicators of nature connection in adulthood, positive emotional responses to nature and 
parental interaction (Cheng and Munro 2012, Ernst and Treuner 2011, Kellert 2005) 

 Research design used observation and interviews 



 The design of discovery galleries built on research findings; opportunity to explore both 
what they have seen in their daily life, read in children books and imagined space; support 
parental exchange 

 Planned nature discovery space outside of museum; play activities in partnership with 
Hulme garden centre, RSPV, Lancashire wildlife trust, owl sanctuary Groundwork; linking to 
parks and green spaces, green space as part of new capital redevelopment 

 
Gemma Gibb, Wild Rumpus, Engaging Families in and through Outdoor Arts  

 Est 2010 responding to gap of offer for outdoor activities for whole families 

 Outdoor art sector seems to attract more diverse audiences 

 Wild Rumpus has noted a huge demand for outdoor art targeted at families 

 A lot of festivals that had previously targeted adult audiences have expanded programming 
to target family audience 

 Most engagement online (i.e. Cultural Tourist) has been outdoor art events targeted at 
families 

 Wild Rumpus has found equal interest in large spectacles and ‘small moments of wonder’ 

 Positive strategy has been to create pre-event online/digital material as it makes them more 
likely to attend, ex. pod casts, back stories, instructions for participation (‘dress as one of six 
animal tribes’); this also responds to adults’ anxiety of what to expect and how to 
participate 

 Repeat visits to spaces post-event also notable 

 Outdoor Arts Audiences reaching a more diverse audience than any other single art form: 
http://www.isanuk.org/advocacy/facts-figures/ 

 Accessibility: https://www.theguardian.com/culture-professionals-
network/2015/nov/24/five-ways-connect-with-disabled-audiences-festival-tips; 
http://www.attitudeiseverything.org.uk/accessstartsonline 

 
1.30 – 2.00 Tour of Whitworth Park and Art Garden, Francine Hayfron, Cultural Park Keeper  

 Idea to bring the outside in and inside out 

 ‘Art Garden’ off of school studio – floor to ceiling doors can open but also even closed can 
visually engage with park 

 Friends of Whitworth Park important partner in implementing activities with resident 
stakeholders and community groups, as well as for sustainable care and maintenance of 
park 

 Community Archaeology project run in partnership with Manchester Museum and 
University of Manchester was an example of successful project, as it worked with multiple 
stakeholder groups, engaged participants in uncovering local history and created new 
collections 

 Hayfron argues that Whitworth always work in partnership with resident stakeholders and 
other organizations to develop and deliver programming 

 Hayfron states Whitworth constructs activities and programmes that support and contribute 
to the health and wellbeing agenda  

 
2.00 refreshments refresh 
 
2.15 – 3.15 Workshop activity, led by Esme Ward, The Whitworth/Heritage Lottery Fund 

https://outlook.manchester.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=dYz5i1UOi8zOOdHhQLfWraEGor3M147hlYlKlNcc4w-w1_j4Q3LUCA..&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.isanuk.org%2fadvocacy%2ffacts-figures%2f
https://outlook.manchester.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=ZU7BCn0-F-9Cmj_bfcR4tyUC8VzTNVpTvGcBez7D8hCw1_j4Q3LUCA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwww.theguardian.com%2fculture-professionals-network%2f2015%2fnov%2f24%2ffive-ways-connect-with-disabled-audiences-festival-tips
https://outlook.manchester.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=ZU7BCn0-F-9Cmj_bfcR4tyUC8VzTNVpTvGcBez7D8hCw1_j4Q3LUCA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwww.theguardian.com%2fculture-professionals-network%2f2015%2fnov%2f24%2ffive-ways-connect-with-disabled-audiences-festival-tips
https://outlook.manchester.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=ZxHRKqqE9oTwObROvefVsh6-5_kXinNhJ4fkdQnv8KKw1_j4Q3LUCA..&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.attitudeiseverything.org.uk%2faccessstartsonline


 
How can cultural activities and joint working with cultural institutions improve equality of access 
and support sustainable park strategies and business models? Which community and cultural 
engagement practices work (and which don’t)? How can current models for sustainable 
development and community engagement of parks be improved? What are the leadership models 
for public parks? 

 
Group One Responses: 

 What doesn’t work: not giving space to raise current concerns in research; assuming ‘friends 
of park’ best model for engagement (rather than action groups); not having space to discuss 
critical failures (‘everything is awesome’); lack of continuity with projects (i.e. not knowing 
history of activity and projects that have taken place so can initiate a project that has not 
worked in past); need to build relationships for public engagement research; locked doors; 
devaluation of horticulture skills; assuming that people are inclusive of different 
communities 

 Graph of Sustainability vs Engagement: see attachment 

 Future Thinking: a city forest park the size of Central Park (in planning stages by City of Trees 
and Factory Commission); offer social contract funding for parks; central leadership 
coordination for parks and green spaces; private sector investment; MIF model for 
sponsorship schemes for parks; national urban parks; spend future airport dividends on 
parks; create a participatory budgeting programme for parks investment 

 
Group Two Responses: 

 What doesn’t work: assumptions and expectations; adults not being engaged; not having 
enough support; not providing enough accessibility; indoor to outdoor doesn’t always 
translate; activities too popular and harder to ‘police’ outside; different attitude and 
experience to open spaces; not enough consultation with local community; lack of 
engagement of parents (on mobile phone, dumped kids and went shopping, critical of 
activities – ‘they threw worms everywhere’, ‘they painted the slide’); not enough tents or 
indoor provision; lack of wet weather planning; setting inadequate boundaries; poor 
communication 

 Graph of Sustainability vs Engagement: see attachment 

 Future Thinking: physical/digital signposting; built cultural/park/leisure assets; bring back 
the bandstand for repurposed performance space; use of assets/creation of new assets for 
earned income (e.g. tea rooms, café, creative workspace); experimental ‘labs’ and spaces 
(living labs); create a ‘spirit of place’ in parks (e.g. NT work at Heaton); parks as a hub for 
integrated health and social change (e.g. NHS + Whitworth park gardens working together); 
mix of high and low culture (e.g. funfairs, festivals, arts and music); community mixed use 
space (e.g. allotment space, creative spaces, co-production of space, more risk taking!); 
independent charity trusts 

 
Group Three Responses: 

 What doesn’t work: raising expectations of the community without the resource to deliver 
initial ideas/concepts; doing things to people (not with them); lack of interpretation; not 
managing expectations; infrastructure that needs constant updating/upgrading (e.g. poster 
cases); attempting to run events with community leadership that alienates other members 



of the community; tepees; not anticipating the different maintenance regimes or different 
resource requirements to manage; communicating in one voice 

 Graph of Sustainability vs Engagement: see attachment 

 Future Thinking: new governance models; local ownership and management; free Wi-Fi; 
ecological public health; contemporary bandstand/band stages; high-line; well-designed 
fitness trails (not outdoor gyms); medicinal plants area; children being board members for 
parks; citizen science programmes; spaces for flexible work environment; Wi-Fi interactive 
interpretation; dedicated dog areas; outdoor classes; bike hire schemes; as part of 
prescription from doctors/health offer; linked green space to parks/impact corridors; 
outdoor cinema;  spaces to support skills or micro-businesses (e.g. cooperative woodlands); 
outdoor classrooms – parks as curriculum; tree top walks; pop up seasonal cafes; natural 
play areas/tree houses; great signage explaining local wildlife 

 
Group Four Responses 

 What doesn’t work: just a marquee doesn’t work (doing it or laying it on doesn’t bring them 
in); working with different budgets, expertise, knowledge and impact agendas; ‘don’t know 
it down’ listed buildings yet in decay and politicians unwilling to take ‘bold’ decisions (e.g. 
Wittenshaw, Heaton, Clayton, Buile Hill, Queen’s Park); community dig – some people did 
not want to get dirty (e.g. Whitworth Park); play facilities for the wrong age group; social 
media (Facebook, Twitter) are a platform for unofficial complaints that by-pass formal 
avenues and have big social impact (e.g. Lightoaks Park) 

 Graph of Sustainability vs Engagement: see attachment 

 Future Thinking: HLF as key funder – revenue funding not just capital/restoration funding; 
tax incentive for charitable donation; loan schemes (e.g. picnic blankets, games); political 
investment ready; shed for volunteers to keep tools and green waste removal; income 
generation (e.g. car parking, pitches, ice-cream, bowling, tennis tents, mini or temporary 
park rental to raise awareness and funds, bike hire and learn to ride classes); local authority 
budges review and rethink; corporate tax explicit costs and direct benefit; cultural 
ambassadors for parks; park keepers; park army (alternative to park run); national parks 
service; long-term unemployed schemes; partner with environmental activists; reverse 
social engineering; café and loos; workspace; Wi Fi; specialist landscape and parks grounds 
work and gardens; job creation schemes for parks; chargeable family led events (e.g. den 
building, teddy picnics, social sports events, seaside in the city, funfair events/bouncy castle, 
fireworks) 

 
3.15 – 3.30 Wrap up & close 
 

 Esme Ward led delegate groups summary discussion on future thinking: income generation; 
den-building schemes; pop-up activities; park army/activist; infrastructure improvements 
(sign-making) to guide visits; natural play areas; different kind of investment; partnership 
models; sustainable resources; local engagement by using local practitioners and spectacle 
events; seed funding for pilots for risk-taking; co-production for creative work space; 
destination café/tea rooms to fund park; bring back bandstand as creative space;  MIF 
model for partnerships; City of Trees and investment; re-imagining sustainability (i.e. private 
sector or rich benefactors, no more government support in future); social enterprise 
models; membership scheme 
 



ATTACHMENT: SUSTAINABILITY VS ENGAGEMENT WORKSHOP SHEETS 
 
 
GROUP ONE: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
GROUP TWO: 
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